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“Violence and mission” is a massive topic. Although we could approach the topic by studying Patrick in the West or the Church of the East (the so-called Nestorian Church) in the Far East, I concentrate here on violence and mission in the part of the “ecclesiastical cartography” that is best charted—the Roman Empire. What happened in the Roman world in the fourth and fifth centuries in violence and mission has had immense consequences for the subsequent history of the Christian church throughout the world, which I believe has specific lessons for us today.

Constantine: Making Christianity Advantageous

We begin with an event in the year 312 that to contemporaries must have appeared miraculous. In the early fourth century the Christian movement was three centuries old. During these centuries it had been illegal; its members had been subjected to various disincentives to continuing in their faith, and there had been outbreaks of harrowing violence, the most recent of which occurred between 303 and 311 under Emperor Galerius.

How astonishing, then, that in 312 the emperor claimant in the West, Constantine, reported that on the eve of a decisive battle he had seen in the sky a vision of the Greek letters chi and rho or (depending on the account) the cross. And Constantine heard a voice telling him, “In this sign conquer.” For the rest of his reign Constantine not only stopped persecuting Christians but also made Christianity a legal cult and started favoring it. Constantine himself resisted receiving catechesis (he didn’t want bishops educating him!), and he deferred baptism until 337, just before he died. But almost from the beginning Constantine referred to himself as a Christian. Already in 313 he addressed bishops as “dearest brothers.”

Whatever kind of Christian Constantine may have been, he put a stop to violence against Christianity. And he was impatient with anyone who seemed to him to destroy the unity and peace of the empire; hence he was exasperated with “heretics” and “schismatics,” who put their convictions ahead of catholic unity. But even in dealing with these irritating zealots, Constantine advocated tolerance. Let us, he said, “cultivate patience . . . let nothing be done to reciprocate an injury; for it is a fool who would usurp the vengeance which we ought to reserve to God.”

There must be no violence in mission. Similarly, with reference to those who were committed to polytheism, Constantine wrote in an edict of 324: “What each man has adopted as his persuasion, let him do no harm with this to another. That which the one knows and understands, let him use to assist his neighbor, if that is possible; if it is not, let it be put aside. For it is one thing to undertake the contest for immortality voluntarily, another to compel it with punishment.” Constantine saw himself as an
advocate of religious toleration. Of course, he wavered; he made statements against Jews, for example, that are chilling, calling them people who have committed “the murder of the Lord” and who are “sick with fearful error.” And at times he looked on passively as his courtiers looted pagan temples, whose wealth came to the imperial fisc and was used to build Christian churches. But Constantine viewed himself as a repudiator, not as a wielder, of violence in mission.

Constantine did more than end violence against Christianity; he made it advantageous to be a Catholic Christian. He associated publicly with the church, giving it the cachet of the emperor’s approval. People interested in imperial jobs noted this change. Now upper-class men, who hitherto had been resistant to Christianity, began to join the church. Furthermore, Constantine gave Christianity specific benefits. He provided imperial funding for the construction of church buildings, massive and modest. Under Constantine, Christianity became a public cultus; in an edict of 323 Constantine ordered the seizure of the houses, private dwellings, of “all who muster heresies by private assemblies.” In Constantine’s empire there would be no “house churches.” Furthermore, Constantine gave privileges to the orthodox, public church: he made the Christian holy day of Sunday a day of rest for the entire urban empire; he gave bishops free use of the imperial post; he exempted churches from taxes and churchmen from public duties. Why these benefits to the church? In an edict of 320 Constantine gave his reason: “That the churches’ assemblies may be crowded with a vast concourse of peoples.” Mission, under Constantine, will take place not by force but by favor, not by violence but by advantage.

Under Constantine, the Christian church grew numerically. It grew, in part, because it was now a legitimate religion, to which it was advantageous to belong.

**First Three Centuries: Attractive Christianity**

It had been different for the churches of the first three centuries. (These churches were immensely varied, and it is precarious to generalize about them. The sources, though, allow us to draw a few conclusions.) First, the churches prior to Constantine were growing. From the handful of messianic believers on Pentecost, the churches by Constantine’s day had grown to number approximately 6 million adherents, or about 10 percent of the imperial population.

Second, the churches were growing despite disadvantages. Becoming a Christian was not a way to get ahead in professions; indeed, a person who was baptized became a marginal figure, a “candidate for death.” Nevertheless, people became Christians because Christianity, despite the disincentives, was attractive. One attraction was the Christian churches’ reputation as places of spiritual power where people were set free from demonic powers that distorted lives, deprived people of freedom, and made people sick. A second attraction was the Christians’ capacity to inculturate their message, to speak to the concerns of their contemporaries while maintaining their distinctiveness. The Christians called themselves paroikoi, “resident aliens.” They were resident, like other people, and comprehensible to them; but they were also aliens—distinctive from other people and hence, in their difference, intriguing. The Christians, the apologist Justin Martyr reports, attracted outsiders by their “consistent lives”; the non-Christians noted the “strange patience [nonviolence] of their injured acquaintances, or experienced the way they did business with them.” In a world in which people were afraid of death, the Christians were known as people who were unafraid to die; as Bishop Cyprian of Carthage put it, since “hope is of future things . . . no one should be made sad by death.” At a time when burial societies charged large amounts to provide a decent burial to their members, the churches provided free burial to their members, no matter how poor (this was the primary function of the catacombs). In a society in which women were harassed by husbandly willfulness, abortion, and the exposure of unwanted girl babies, the churches provided places of fidelity, the cherishing of life, and unexpected possibilities for women’s ministries. Around A.D. 200 a Christian apologist could make the astonishing claim: “We do not preach great things, but we live them.” Why did the church grow? Because, according to an early fourth-century Egyptian church order, Christianity transformed lives: “The progress of those who have been illuminated is high and better than the common behavior of people.”

Attractiveness, so the early Christians were convinced, was the only way a faith could grow. At the beginning of the third century, the apologist Tertullian argued that true worship cannot be compelled: “It is no part of religion to compel religion.” And as the Epistle to Diognetus asserted, compulsion is contrary to God’s nature. In sending Christ, God “willed to save man by persuasion, not by compulsion, for compulsion is not God’s way of working.” Around 250 a catechist in Carthage asked Cyprian, his bishop, to provide a list of topics that every candidate for baptism should be taught and should memorize. Cyprian provided 120 of these, one of which states simply that “the liberty of believing or of not believing is placed in free choice.” There can be no violence in mission. On the eve of the Constantinian era, the philosopher Lactantius summarized the Christian approach: “There is no occasion for violence and injury, for religion cannot be imposed by force; the matter must be carried on by words rather than by blows, that the will may be affected . . . We do not entice, as they say; but we teach, we prove, we show.”

As we have seen, this view of religious toleration is one that Constantine seems to have shared and sought to perpetuate. In the half-century that followed his death there were major changes in the Christian churches. Except for eighteen months under Julian in the early 360s, all the emperors were Christians. The churches grew rapidly; in major cities in the Easter season thousands of baptismal candidates, dressed in white, would stream to their first communions. Aristocratic males began to join the churches. By the 380s, depending on the area, between a third and a half of the populace of the Roman Empire belonged to the Christian church. Inculturation continued, with an “amplification” of worship and an accommodation of ethics. There were occasional acts of violence by Christians who destroyed buildings and images and by both pagans and Christians who committed acts of murder and intimidation.

While these events were taking place, a debate was going on at the highest levels of society about violence and mission. Among emperors, Julian, who was born into a Christian family but converted to paganism, tried to tip the balance back toward the traditional religions. While giving both Christians and pagans
freedom to worship, he gave the advantage back to the pagans. Julian wrote: “By the Gods I desire the Galileans neither to be killed nor to be beaten unjustly nor to suffer any other harm; however, I declare absolutely that the god-fearing [i.e., the pagans] must be preferred over them.”

In contrast, Valentinian I, a Christian who succeeded Julian as emperor, attempted to be religiously neutral, to “take his stand in the middle of a diversity of faiths”, he was the first to apply to pagans the word paganus, which connoted marginality, a second-class status. The debate also raged among the intellectuals. Firmicus Maternus, a philosopher who in the 340s had recently converted to Christianity, urged the emperors to persecute the pagans. He based his argument not on the New Testament, which had been central to the thinking of Christians, but on the Old Testament. Firmicus, citing Deuteronomy 13:6–10, noted that God had ordered the Israelites to stone people, even members of their own family, who had served the gods of the Gentiles. So now “the law of the Supreme Deity enjoins on you that your severity should be visited in every way on the crime of idolatry. . . . He [God] bids spare neither son nor brother, and thrusts the avenging sword through the body of a beloved wife. A friend too He persecutes with lofty severity, and the whole populace takes up arms to rend the bodies of sacrilegious men.”

Mission should be carried out by violence, sanctioned by God. Several leading Christian theologians recoiled at such ideas. In Cappadocia in the 360s the missionary bishop Basil of Caesarea restated the Christian tradition. Mission cannot be carried out by violent means: “One must not use human advantages in preaching the gospel, lest the grace of God be obscured thereby.”

Two decades later his friend Gregory of Nazianzus protested at signs of Christian violence in mission: “I do not consider it good practice to coerce people instead of persuading them. Whatever is done against one’s will, under the threat of force, is like an arrow artificially tied back, or a river dammed in on every side of its channel. Given the opportunity it rejects the restraining force. What is done willingly, on the other hand, is steadfast for all time. It is made fast by the unbreakable bonds of love.”

In asserting that violence in mission will not work, Gregory sounds like the early Christians.

Christendom: Mission Becomes Violent

In the final two decades of the fourth century, however, we come to a turning point. The church and the empire, now closely allied, were leaving the Christians of the first three centuries behind. Throughout the fourth century the Christian church had grown tremendously; imperial advantage, as well as Christianity’s attractions, had produced results. But Christianity was still not in a dominant position. One scholar has estimated that by 400 approximately half of the imperial populace was formally Christian. Other scholars have studied the major city of Antioch, where Christianity had numerous adherents but still had to compete with strong Jewish and pagan communities. In the Easter season in Antioch Christian converts submitted themselves for baptism, but other Christians were drawn to Jewish synagogues because there was reputed to be greater spiritual power there. And there were always Christians who were attracted by the practices of polytheism. The religious market was relatively free and was marked by intense competition. Was this situation tolerable? Should Christianity continue its original approach, which assumed a coexistence, even a peaceful missionary competition, with its rivals? Was it indeed true, as Lactantius had written eighty years earlier, that “if you wish to defend religion by bloodshed . . . it will no longer be defended, but will be polluted and profaned”?

Was the strength of Christianity in its inherent attractiveness and in its missionary methods “we teach, we prove, we show” (Lactantius)? Or in this new situation, was a new approach necessary? Should the Christian church and its imperial sponsors move from attraction, coupled since Constantine with advantage, to something new—to compulsion, force, violence?

Emperor Theodosius I (379–95) chose violence. In 380, urged on by Bishop Ambrose of Milan, Theodosius addressed an edict to the people of Constantinople, stating that “all peoples . . . shall be engaged in . . . that religion which the divine Peter, the apostle, . . . transmitted to the Romans,” the Trinitarian orthodoxy that Pope Damasus now represented. These people were to be called “Catholic Christians.” All other people, even though they might call themselves Christians, Theodosius adjudged to be “demented and insane.” Their beliefs were to be called heresies; their meeting places were not to be called churches. And they were to be punished severely both by divine vengeance and by “the punishment of our authority.” In the course of the next decade, a flood of legislation attempted to close down heretical groups. For example, an edict of 382 provided for “inquisitors,” whose job it was to make sure that there were no “secret and hidden assemblies” that harbored heretics.

In the 390s Theodosius shifted the focus of his legislation to pagans. In a mandate of 392 he prohibited pagan worship, private or public. No longer would it be legal to offer incense to a household god or to examine the “quivering entrails” of a sacrificial victim; the building in which such worship occurred must be confiscated and added to the imperial treasury, and the worshiper must pay a crushing fine. Later edicts barred persons “polluted” by heresy or the “crime of pagan rites” from the imperial household, the army, and the civil service. Public life, including public religious activity, would henceforth be purged of heresy and pagan religion. Public life would be Christian, orthodoxy Christian.

A noble goal, one might think. But how does one get there? By laws, influence, and violence. An imperial letter of 428 spoke of “a thousand terrors of the promulgated laws.” There were indeed many laws, terrifying laws, and they certainly had some effect. Augustine, bishop of Hippo, commented, with satisfaction, “For long Christians did not dare answer a pagan; now, thank God, it is a crime to remain a pagan.” But laws had to be enforced, and the empire had an administrative staff that by our standards was tiny, with very few police. So the enforcement of

Should the Christian church move from attraction, coupled since Constantine with advantage, to something new—to compulsion, force, violence?
mented: “If such a proprietor became a Christian, no one would remain a pagan.”

But laws and influence were not enough. Throughout the fourth century some people, such as Augustine, were genuinely attracted to the Christian faith. But others—including whole cities—were reluctant to change their heretical and pagan commitments. How could they be converted? The story of Gaza in Palestine shows one way. According to a work of hagiography written in the 420s—Mark the Deacon’s Life of Porphyry, Bishop of Gaza—in the last decade of the fourth century there was a cluster of Christians in Gaza huddled in two small churches. The pagans predominated in Gaza; they had eight temples, the largest of which—the Marnion, or temple of Marnas, the “Cretan Zeus”—was one of the cult centers of the ancient world. In 395 the Christians of Gaza elected Porphyry as their bishop. Porphyry performed miracles of rainmaking and healing, which attracted only a minority of pagans. So Porphyry, who “wanted to convert the multitudes of Gaza,” appealed to the emperor in Constantinople for military support. His first appeal got nowhere. Emperor Arcadius (395–408) made promises of help, but resourceful pagans deflected any action by paying large bribes to an imperial administrator. So Bishop Porphyry and the bishop of the neighboring diocese, John of Caesarea, went together to Constantinople to appeal to the reluctant Emperor Arcadius through the formidable Empress Eudoxia. The empress prevailed, and the emperor sent to Gaza a “zealous Christian,” Cynegius, and a “great band of soldiers and civil officers” to destroy Gaza’s temples by force and fire. When the pagans, who included some of Gaza’s leading citizens, protested, the soldiers “beat them with clubs and staves.” The climax came with the torching of the great Marnion, on whose cleansed site a new church was built. Some Christians chanted psalms and shouted, “Christ has conquered!” A number of people presented themselves for baptism, and the troops clubbed others into submission. Many Christians, according to Mark the Deacon, were troubled by this method of conversion. They suggested to Bishop Porphyry that pursuing mission by violence was not the Christian tradition: it was not right for the bishop to receive “those who came out of fear, but those whose purpose was good.”

Bishop Porphyry, articulating the change in Christian thinking that was under way, had an answer for his critics. God, the bishop responded, is patient; God “endures our frowardness with longsuffering,” and God’s preference is to persuade. “But when we are not persuaded, desiring in all things like a good and merciful master to keep us and not to thrust us away, he [God] lays upon us his fear and his teaching, calling us to acknowledge what is right for us.” God, the early Christian tradition to the contrary, uses violence. Porphyry proceeded to prove this by quoting from several Psalms, including the following rendering of Psalm 78:34: “When he [God] slew them, then they sought him, and they returned and inquired early after God.” Even if people “come doubting, in time God will soften their hearts.” Many pagans did not experience a softening of their hearts, and Gaza remained an embattled city. There were ongoing tensions between pagans who resisted and the imperial troops who, according to Mark the Deacon, used “no little terror.”
In North Africa a few years later, the great Augustine of Hippo dealt with similar issues in his conflict with the Donatists, schismatics whom he was attempting to attract into the Catholic fold. Should a Christian use violence in mission? In correspondence with Vincentius, a Donatist leader, Augustine admitted that earlier he had not thought so, but he had changed his mind. “My first feeling . . . was that no one was to be forced into the unity of Christ, but that we should act by speaking, fight by debating, and prevail by our reasoning.” Augustine was a product of the early Christian tradition. But Augustine had changed because he, like Porphyry, had concluded that God himself uses force. Augustine cited not the Old Testament but the New. On the Damascus road God had forced Paul to repent; in one of Jesus’ parables God forced people to attend the messianic banquet (Luke 14:15–24). God uses violence, and violence works. “I have,” Augustine said, “yielded to the facts. . . . My own city . . . which had been wholly Donatist . . . was converted to Catholic unity by the fear of imperial laws.” For Augustine, such tactics were beneficial, for he heard people say: “This [orthodox Christianity] is what we wanted all along, but thanks be to God who has given us an opportunity to act at once, and has cut off all our little delays and postponements!”

Augustine was here developing a theory of “just persecution.” His aim was benevolent: cogere intrare, compel them to come in, into the church, where they will be surrounded by therapeutic activities—severe reproof, eloquent sermons, persuasive teaching—which will “carve pathways to their hearts” and bring about their salvation. Augustine’s justification of persecution, like his justifications of war and of oath-swearing, was rooted in his sense that he knew what was good for other people to such an extent that he could bend the rules and twist others’ arms. Augustine’s rationalization of the use of force changed mission; violence, justified by the most formative theologian in Western history, could now be a legitimate instrument of mission.

So Augustine “yielded to the facts” and concluded that violence works. Was he right? This claim would be tested in the century of Augustine’s pronouncement—the fifth century. In it there was a great deal of violence. Imperial rescripts show that the emperors, like the bishops, were overwhelmingly preoccupied with a succession of ecumenical church councils that attempted to determine orthodox theology, especially Christology. These councils, as Ramsay MacMullen has demonstrated in a new book, were characterized by violent language—but also by violent behavior by the clergy and mayhem in the streets. MacMullen estimates that—across a couple of centuries—25,000 people were killed as a result of the struggles over the ecumenical councils.

But outside the theological debates and the strong-arm behavior associated with them, there was much unclarity. Some local officials energetically enforced the imperial policies against pagans and heretics; others ignored them. All kinds of anomalies were present. A sample of these is the case of Volusian, a Roman aristocrat whom Augustine attempted to convert to Christianity in 412 when Volusian was in North Africa. Volusian resisted, finding that the teachings of Jesus “were not adaptable to the customs of the state.” Nine years later, Volusian, still a pagan, was urban prefect (i.e., the top administrator) in Rome. Emperor Constan-
In the fifth century it seemed obvious that violence was working: the proportion of the society that was baptized and active in the state-sanctioned church activities steadily increased. As the number of Christians mounted, inculturation, or the insertion of Christianity into the wide variety of ethnic groups that characterized the Roman Empire, was taking place. As Andrew Walls has noted, inculturation requires a sensitive balancing of two principles: the pilgrim principle and the indigenizing principle. It is fascinating to watch this process, to see Christianity come to be at home in Roman circles, both aristocratic and peasant, and to watch Christians appropriate elements of pagan behavior. We have an interesting sample from Upper Egypt as the great fifth-century abbot Shenoute tells of his encounter with a local Christian. To Shenoute’s dismay, the Christian had tied fox claws, which were reputed to have healing properties, to his painful legs. He insisted, “It was a great monk who gave them to me, saying ‘Tie them on you [and] you will find relief.’” Another example of inculturation was the use and justification of violence as a tool of religious policy.

So the church was growing, and theologians decided that violence works. But questions remained. Were people changed? In the early centuries, Christians were known as people who, though misguided, were admirable and exemplary. Now Christians were often just like everybody else. A typical word for them was hypocrite. Augustine described them as “depraved persons who in mobs fill the churches in a bodily sense only.” In church services, where people were required to be present, Chrysostom reported that they engaged in various forms of misbehavior—roaming about during the services, causing an uproar, acting as if they were in the forum or barbershop, bolting for the door as soon as possible. Augustine was aware that paganism continued to flourish in rural areas and in people’s inner commitments: “It is easier to close temples than it is to close people’s hearts to the idols.” Nevertheless, as the fifth century progressed, imperial legislation progressively heightened the pressure of compulsion; it narrowed the rights of Jews and cramped the liberties of pagans and heretics.

In the mid-sixth century—beyond the period of our focus—the Christian policy of force came to a climax under Emperor Justinian I (527–65). In a famous edict of 529 Justinian indicated that he was aware that many people in his empire who had been baptized had returned to what he called the “error of unholy and abominable pagans”; these people who were “guilty of concealing sacrifices” were to be subjected to “extreme punishments.” Similarly, Justinian recognized that people, in order to get jobs or rank or property, had submitted themselves to be baptized but had left their families or households “in the pagan error.” These people were to be punished; their property was to be confiscated, and they were prohibited to share in the life of the state, for “they clearly have not obtained holy baptism by pure faith of their own accord.” Finally, Justinian’s edict made a sweeping requirement: any men who had not been thought worthy of “venerable baptism” should with their wives and children and households now present themselves for catechesis and baptism; and all children “of young age immediately and without any delay should obtain salutary baptism.” With this final coercive act of having everyone undergo baptism, the mission of the church was complete. But of course it was not; for centuries people continued to engage in pagan worship stealthily, on the sly.

In this essay I have been describing a paradigm shift in Christian mission as it came to be coupled with violence. We have moved from Christianity (defined by faith in Jesus Christ) to Christendom (defined by the effort to promote the lordship of Christ over all of society by coercive means). We move from a Christianity that spreads because it is attractive to a Christianity that spreads because it is advantageous and, finally, because it is compulsory. And this movement changes mission fundamentally. It represents a paradigm shift—a “Christendom shift”—that, I have argued, represents a tragic distortion of the missio Dei.

**Lessons for Today**

From mission and violence in the fourth and fifth centuries, we can draw several lessons for today. First, we must deny that mission and violence always go together. Many people view Christianity as intrinsically intolerant; for them, the “coercive Christian is the normative Christian.” They make this connection for good reasons. They can point to much violence in mission, not only in the fourth and fifth centuries, but across many centuries. We need to listen to this critique and take it seriously. But a lesson from this essay is that Christian mission is not intrinsically violent. We can recall that Christianity’s early mission was nonviolent; indeed, it was the early Christian Tertullian who coined the phrase libertas religiosis (religious liberty). Up to the time of Constantine, the only voices “which can be found raised in favor of freedom of belief as a universal principle (rather than a political expedient) are those of Christian authors.”

**The church was growing, and theologians decided that violence works. But questions remained. Were people changed?**

Violence by Christians in mission has been real, but this was not Christianity’s original vision; it represents a turning, a distorting, that shaped subsequent Christian mission. Violence in mission is not Christian and not Christianity; it is Christendom.

Second, we must concede that violence and mission often have gone together. We must face into, not look away from, the violence of Christians in mission in the fourth and fifth centuries and thereafter. I propose that we concede that powerful, influential Christians lost their way. Christians lost sight of Jesus, who, instead of forcing his disciples to follow him, simply asked them, “Do you also wish to go away?” (John 6:67). Christians also lost sight of the approach of the Christians of the earliest centuries.
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Those Christians’ vision of Jesus, distorted by pride and ambition, led to an overcompliant inculturation into the dominant values of their time. We must face this failure. We must have a clear-sighted realism in our view of the Christian past. Such clarity of vision is hard to achieve. An example from my period, the mission of the early church, has to do with the way Christians use the word “persecution.” Christian scholars typically use it to describe the ill treatment that Christians suffer at the hands of non-Christians. If we want to see clearly, however, we must also use the word “persecution” for violence that Christians have directed at others—pagans, heretics, Jews, and other groups—from Constantine and Theodosius onward. Look at the entries for the word “persecution” in standard reference works. My search has not been exhaustive, but I have found only one encyclopedia, the Reallexikon für Antike und Christentum, that has an entry “persecution of the pagans.” We Christians are a persecuted tradition and originated the concept of religious liberty. But this essay has demonstrated that we also, in our unfaithfulness, are a persecuting tradition. Others fear us with good reason.

Third, Christians who are involved in God’s mission must engage in missionary repentance. We need to find ways to express our deep sorrow for the times that Christian mission has been backed up by violence. How can we do this? In personal encounters with people of other faiths and traditions, we can express our sincere regret verbally, and our witness must be rooted in repentant humility. And we can say the same thing by practical gestures as well. Here are a few suggestions. Let us repent for the ways that Christians have coupled mission with violence by henceforth refusing to accept the advantages of association with the military in our mission today, even when to take advantage of such power may accomplish goals more quickly; let us instead function from a vantage point of marginality, precariousness, and weakness. Another suggestion: let us say we are sorry by welcoming adherents of non-Christian religions into our countries, including their missionaries, and by going to bat for their freedom of practice when others, including other Christians, want to discriminate against them. In other words, let us humbly and repentantly invite representatives of other faiths into friendship, into collaboration where possible, and into a peaceful competition of missionary faiths. Jesus said, “I have come that they may have life, and have it abundantly” (John 10:10). The fourth-century apologist Lactantius said, “We teach, we prove, we show.” What does the life of our congregations and parishes teach, prove, and show? In comparison with other faiths, does our faith bring abundant life? I believe it does, and that we Christians have nothing to fear from the presence of other missionary faiths in our midst. But let us remember what we have seen in this essay: where Christians resort to advantage and compulsion, their attractiveness withers.

Fourth, it is right to be suspicious of the role of the state in the mission of the church. Christendom attempted to be an alliance of the church and the state in the service of Christ the King. As such, this alliance impacted mission, both domestically and globally. Emperor Constantine may have opened the door to this alliance, but subsequent Christian monarchs—Theodosius, Clovis, Charlemagne, Elizabeth I of England, and very many others—embodied it. We must ask: if mission is to succeed, is it essential for the state to espouse Christianity? Is it indispensable for paradigmatic rulers to become Christians and identify with the faith? What should we pray for? In the early 1990s, when I was in Japan, Christians were praying for the conversion of Crown Prince Naruhito, who had married Princess Michiko, who had been educated in a Catholic school. What difference would it make for the churches in Japan, whose growth has been stymied, if the emperor became a believer? More recently, I have read that people are praying for the conversion of Hu Jintao and other leaders of the People’s Republic of China. What difference would it make to the church in China if the leader of the ruling party—the one who sets the fashion, who opens the way to advancement—becomes a Christian? Do we really know what we are praying for? What happens to Christianity when it is associated with an army? How about Japan after World War II, when General MacArthur urged American church leaders to send “thousands of missionaries” to the country? Or today, in Iraq and the Middle East—what impact does American military activity in the region have upon God’s mission? Does it aid the missio Dei when the Gospel is associated with America’s national policy?

Finally, we Christians can relax, for the welfare of the church is in God’s hands. We humans cannot, by violence, secure the welfare of the church. When we attempt to do so, we mess things up. The ascensions and recessions of the Christian movement across the centuries are beyond human control; and God seems to work most powerfully when humans are weakest. Lamin Sanneh, whose view of the world church is broad, has observed that “the contemporary religious resurgence [in many countries] is taking place in spite of state weakness, and often in spite of state suppression, rather than because of state support.” To Christians who know their Bible, this should not be surprising. Mission theologian Paul of Tarsus knew that violence could not be an instrument of God’s mission, but neither could violence stifle God’s mission. “Whenever I am weak,” he confessed, “then I am strong.” The principle? “Power is made perfect in weakness” (2 Cor. 12:9–10). Supremely, it is Jesus of Nazareth who demonstrates this truth. He said, “The Son of Man came not to be served [i.e., not to be advantaged] but to serve, and [not to pursue his mission by means of violence but] to give his life a ransom for many” (Mark 10:45). This is the heart of the Christian message; it also is the heart of God’s mission.

If we want to see clearly, we must also use the word “persecution” for violence Christians have directed at others from Constantine and Theodosius onward.
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